
Age   of   Ambition  
Components  

● 1   economy   board   (double-thick  
chipboard)  

● 6   district   tiles   (triangular)  
● 36   agent   meeples   (6x6   colors)  
● 6   statue   meeples   (gray)  
● 18   building   cubes   (16mm   -   3x6  

colors)  

● 30   wealth   cubes   (10mm   gold)  
● 24   alliance   markers   (10mm   cubes   -  

4x6   colors)  
● 36   debt   cubes   (10mm   white)  
● 4   tactics   boards  
● 48   noble   flags   (12   per   player)  

Overview  
In   Age   of   Ambition,   you   will   play   as   a   wealthy   noble   during   the   development   of   an   early  
Renaissance   city.   You   will   use   your   wealth   to   hire   agents   of   the   city’s   six   guilds,   and   then   deploy  
those   agents   to   activate   the   guilds’   unique   tactics.   As   you   manipulate   the   agents   of   the   guilds,  
you   will   claim   agents   (and   sometimes   statues),   marking   them   with   your   flags.   At   the   end   of   the  
game,   the   value   of   agents   you   have   claimed   will   depend   on   the   number   of   buildings   of   the  
guilds   they   belong   to.   You   win   the   game   by   having   claimed   the   most   valuable   agents   when   the  
game   ends.  

Concepts  
Influence  
Influence    is   the   scoring   currency   of   Age   of   Ambition.   Your   goal   is   to   have   the   most   influence  
when   your   final   score   is   calculated   at   the   end   of   the   game.  

Guilds  
There   are   six   guilds   that   players   will   interact   with.   Players   earn   influence   by   employing   the  
agents   and   exploiting   the   unique   tactics   of   each   guild.   The   six   guilds   are   as   follows:  

● The    Scribes’   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    scribes  
● The    Cleric’s   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    clerics  
● The    Masons’   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    masons  
● The    Merchants’   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    merchants  
● The    Thieves’   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    thieves  
● The    Mercenaries’   Guild ,   whose   agents   are   called    mercenaries  

 



Wealth  
Wealth    is   a   resource   traded   between   guilds   and   players   as   players   resolve   actions.   When   you  
give   wealth   to   or   take   wealth   from   a   guild,   you   will   add   or   remove   wealth   tokens   (gold   cubes)  
from   the   guild’s   row   of   the   economy   board.  

Agents  
Each   guild   has   up   to   six    agents    (meeples)   that   match   its   color.   Agents   that   have   not   yet   been  
hired   by   any   player   are   considered   “unemployed”.   Agents   that   have   been   hired   by   a   player   but  
have   not   yet   been   placed   on   the   city   board   are   “waiting”,   and   agents   that   have   been   placed   on  
the   city   board   are   either   “claimed”   or   “unclaimed”.   Claimed   agents   are   those   that   carry   a   player’s  
noble   flag.   Unclaimed   agents   are   those   that   do   not.  

Buildings  
Each   guild   has   up   to   three    buildings    (16mm   cubes)   that   match   its   color.   The   point   value   of  
claimed   agents   at   the   end   of   the   game   is   determined   by   the   number   of   buildings   of   the   same  
guild   (color)   as   the   agents.  

Districts  
The   city   board   is   composed   of   six    districts.    Some   tactics   depend   on   the   placement   of   buildings  
or   agents   in   the   districts.   Each   district   can   contain   a   maximum   of   three   buildings   and   a  
maximum   of   one   statue.  

Tactics  
Tactics    are   actions   that   can   be   taken   by   deploying   your   waiting   agents   from   the   corresponding  
guild   to   the   city   board.   Each   guild   has   two   unique   tactics.   Many   tactics   include   the   variable   “X”.  
The   value   of   X   is   the   number   indicated   by   the   position   of   your   alliance   marker   on   that   guild’s  
alliance   track   (above   the   guild’s   tactic   descriptions).  

Statues  
Each   district   tile   has   a   combination   of   buildings   and   agents   printed   on   it.   These   are   the  
requirements   for   placing   a   statue   in   that   district.   Statues   can   only   be   placed   by   using   the  
Scribes’   Guild’s   “Dedicate   Statue”   tactic.   Each   district   has   a   unique   set   of   requirements   for  
placing   a   statue,   which   are   always   a   combination   of   agents   or   buildings   that   must   be   located   in  
that   district.   If   the   requirements   are   met   or   exceeded,   you   can   use   the   “Dedicate   Statue”   action  
to   place   a   statue   and   immediately   claim   it.   Statues   are   always   worth   6   influence   each   at   the   end  
of   the   game.  

 



Debt  
Players   may   borrow   wealth   from   guilds,   incurring    debt .   Debt,   on   its   own,   does   not   have   any  
negative   effects,   but   at   the   end   of   the   game   will   require   you   to   give   up   one   of   your   claimed  
agents   per   debt   that   you   cannot   repay.  

Setup  
➔ Create   the   city   board   by   placing   the   six   district   tiles   in   the   center   of   the   play   area   in  

whatever   configuration   you   find   most   aesthetically   pleasing.   Their   arrangement   has   no  
impact   on   gameplay.  

➔ Place   the   the   economy   board   within   reach   of   all   players.  

➔ Place   1   wealth   cube   on   each   guild’s   row   of   the   economy   board   in   the   3   column.   Place   1  
building   cube   for   each   guild   over   the   leftmost   space   of   the   1   column,   and   another  
building   cube   over   the   rightmost   space   of   the   1   column   (also   the   rightmost   space   on   the  
board)   in   that   guild’s   row.  

➔ Set   all   agents,   the   remaining   buildings,   and   all   debt   markers   aside.   These   will   be   used  
as   the   supply.  

 

common   play   area   after   setup  
  

 



➔ Give   each   player   a   tactics   board,   1   alliance   marker   for   each   guild,   and   a   set   of   noble  
flags.  

➔ Give   each   player   5   wealth   cubes.  

➔ Select   a   player   at   random   to   go   first.  

 

 

player   area   after   setup  

  

 



Gameplay  
During   your   turn,   you   may   take   up   to   two   of   the   following   actions.   You   are   not   required   to   take  
any   actions,   and   you   may   take   the   same   action   twice.  
 

Hire    -   Move   1   of   your   wealth   tokens   to   the   leftmost   open   space   of   any   guild’s   row   on  
the   economy   board.   Collect   agents   from   that   guild   equal   to   the   value   of   the   column   on  
the   economy   board   where   you   placed   your   wealth   token,   then   increase   your   alliance  
by   one   step   (move   your   alliance   marker   for   that   guild   one   space   to   the   right).   You   may  
take   the   hire   action   for   a   guild   that   has   no   unemployed   agents   remaining   in   the  
supply.   If   you   do   so,   you   do   not   collect   any   agents   of   that   guild,   but   you   may   increase  
your   alliance   with   that   guild   by   one   space.  
 

 

Example:   You   move   1   wealth   token   from   your   play   area   to   the   leftmost   open   space  
in   the    Merchants’   Guild    row   of   the   economy   board.   Since   that   space   is   in   the   “2”  
column,   you   collect   2   unemployed    Merchants    and   place   them   in   your   play   area.  

Any   time   you   add   wealth   tokens   to   a   guild’s   row   on   the   economy   board,   always   place  
the   tokens   in   the   leftmost   open   spaces   of   the   guild’s   track.   If   a   guild’s   wealth   track   is  
full,   no   actions   can   be   taken   that   would   add   wealth   to   that   guild.   

 



Dismiss    -   Return   up   to   3   agents   to   supply.   For   each   agent   returned   in   this   way,   you  
may   take   1   wealth   token   from   guild   row   on   the   economy   board   matching   the   returned  
agent(s).   You   may   dismiss   an   agent   of   a   guild   that   has   no   wealth   in   their   row   of   the  
economy   board,   but   you   do   not   take   any   wealth.  
 

 

Example:  
You   return   3    Thieves  
to   the   supply.   Then,  
you   take   the   3  
rightmost   wealth  
tokens   from   the  
Thieves’   Guild’s    row  
of   the   economy  
board.  

Any   time   you   take   wealth   tokens   from   a   guild’s   row   of   the   economy   board,   always  
take   the   rightmost   wealth   tokens.   

 



Borrow    -   Take   up   to   3   wealth   from   any   combination   of   guild   rows   on   the   economy  
board.   For   each   wealth   you   take,   you   must   also   take   1   debt   marker   from   the   supply  
and   place   it   in   an   empty   space   to   the   left   of   the   alliance   marker   on   your   alliance   track  
for   that   guild.   If   there   are   no   empty   spaces   to   the   left   of   your   alliance   marker,   you   may  
not   borrow   from   that   guild.   If   a   guild   has   no   wealth,   you   may   not   borrow   from   that  
guild.  
 

 

Example:  
You   take   3   rightmost  
wealth   tokens   from  
the    Merchants’  
Guild’s    row   of   the  
economy   board,   then  
you   must   take   3   debt  
markers   and   place  
them   in   3   empty  
spaces   to   the   left   of  
your    Merchants’  
Guild    alliance  
marker.  

Any   time   you   take   wealth   tokens   from   a   guild’s   row   of   the   economy   board,   always  
take   the   rightmost   wealth   tokens.   

 



Reassign    -   You   may   move   one   agent   of   each   guild   with   which   your   alliance   value   (X)  
is   greater   than   zero   from   any   district   to   any   district.   You   may   move   agents   regardless  
of   whether   they   have   been   claimed.  
 

 

Example:   Your   alliance   value   (X),   indicated   by   the   number   above   your   alliance  
marker   for   both   the    Mercenaries’   Guild    and   the    Merchants’   Guild    are   greater  

than   0.   You   may   move    1    Mercenary     and    1    Merchant    to   any   districts.  

  

 



Deploy    -   Use   one   of   your   waiting   agents   to   resolve   the   effects   of   one   of   its   guild’s  
tactics   according   to   the   tactic’s   instructions.  
 

 

Example:   You   want   to   resolve   the    Mercenaries’   Guild    tactic   “Compel   Service”,   so  
you   assign    1    Mercenary    from   your   waiting   agents   to   a   district.   “Compel   Service”  
allows   you   to   take   X   unclaimed   non-Mercenary   agents   from   that   same   district,  

where   X   (your   alliance   value   for   the    Mercenaries’   Guild ,   indicated   by   the   value  
above   your    Mercenaries’   Guild    alliance   marker)    is   equal   to   1,   so   you   can   take   1  

unclaimed   agent   from   that   district   and   add   it   to   your   waiting   agents.   You   take   a  
Cleric    and   add   it   to   the   waiting   agents   in   your   play   area.  

 

Most   tactics   include   the   variable   X,   which   is   always   equal   to   your   alliance   value   (the  
value   above   the   current   position   of   your   alliance   marker)   for   the   deployed   agent’s  
guild.  

Some   tactics   allow   you   to    claim    one   or   more   agents.   Agents   you   have   claimed   will  
earn   you   influence   at   the   end   of   the   game.   When   you   claim   an   agent,   place   one   of  
your   noble   flags   in   it.   You   can   only   claim   agents   that   are   currently   unclaimed.   

 



Distract    -   Place   any   one   unemployed   agent   in   any   district.   Do   not   resolve   a   tactic.  
 

 

Example:   You   move   an   unemployed    Mason    from   the   supply   to   a   district.  

 
After   you   have   resolved   your   2   actions,   your   turn   ends   and   the   player   to   your   left   begins   their  
turn.  

   

 



Ending   the   game  
If   you   hire   the   last   unemployed   agent   or   place   your   last   noble   flag,   complete   your   turn   as  
normal.   All   other   players   take   one   more   turn,   then   you   may   take   one   final   action.   After   you  
resolve   your   one   last   action,   the   game   ends.  

Final   Scoring  
If   you   have   any   debt   markers,   you   must   repay   them   by   discarding   1   wealth   per   debt   marker  
from   your   remaining   wealth.   For   each   debt   marker   that   you   cannot   repay,   you   must   remove   one  
of   your   flags   from   any   agent   that   you   had   previously   claimed.   After   this   is   done,   calculate   the  
values   of   your   remaining   agents   and   statues   as   follows.  
 

● For   each   agent   that   has   one   of   your   flags,   gain   influence   equal   to   the   number   of  
buildings   on   the   city   board   matching   it’s   guild.  

● For   each   statue   that   has   one   of   your   flags,   gain   6   influence.  
 
The   player   with   the   greatest   total   influence   is   the   winner.   If   there   is   a   tie,   the   player   with   the  
most   total   claimed   agents   is   the   winner.   If   there   is   still   a   tie,   the   player   with   the   most   remaining  
wealth   is   the   winner.  

 


